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Installation and operating manual
for emergency stop- or outlet valves

data subject to alteration 64BA-E.DOC / 0401527

Installation: 

Attention!:  - Installation, operation and maintenance should be done only by qualified personnel. 
 - Release the operating mechanism before working on the valve. 
 - It is not permitted to work on the valve body and to exchange the operating  
   mechanism as long as the valves are subjected to pressure and temperature. 

The mounting site should be easily accessible and have sufficient clearance for maintenance. 
Ensure that the pipe line axes are flush and connection flanges are parallel. 
Provide suitable measures to absorb possible tensile and pressure forces. 
The valve must not serve as a fixed point. It must be carried by the piping. 

Clean pipelines thoroughly prior to installing the control valves in order to avoid damage through 
residual installation material, welding beads or forging scale. If possible, provide a dirt trap 
in front of each control valve. 

Installation position should be vertical to horizontal. Ensure that the installation direction is  
correct (directional arrows of the flow on the valve housing). 

Regard the permitted max. operating pressure and temperatur as described in the  
corresponding valve specification sheet. 

Retighten the screws of all flange connections (also lid and connection piece flanges) prior  
to commissioning/start-up and following initial heat-up. 

For operating from a distance, a release cord (supplied by customer) should be fastened 
with the delivered spring hook on the toggle clamp lever. 
Notice: The valves are delivered with unloaded spring, not ready for operation. For operation  
readiness after assembly, it is necessary to tighten the actuating spring as described below. 

Operation: 

Operation readiness:  Hang out the spring hook with release cord and put the lengthening lever 
 on the toggle clamp lever. 

 Push the toggle clamp lever acc. to tighten-direction arrow up to the snap point, 
 to open the straightway (emergency stop valves) or to close the straightway 
 (emergency outlet valves) and to tighten the actuating spring. 

 Attension: Injury danger by emergency function release! 

 Subsequent take off the lengthening lever and fasten the release cord  
 with the delivered spring hook on the toggle clamp lever. 

Emergency release:  The actuating spring will open the straightway (emergency outlet valves) 
 or close the straightway (emergency outlet valves) when the toggle clamp 
 lever will be moved back from the snap point with the release cord. 

 After emergency release, it is necessary to tighten the actuating spring  
 for operation readiness as described above. 

Maintenance: 

Following the initial temperature and pressure load, retighten the screws of all flange connections 
(also lid and connection piece flanges), the valve cone should be located in the centre. 

Attention! Never loosen the lid and flange screws as long as the fittings are subjected  
 to pressure and temperature. 

Protect valve spindle against soiling, if necessary, clean and grease lightly in order to protect 
stuffing boxes and deflector hoods against increased wear. 
Retighten stuffing box seals slightly in the event of leaks. 
No further maintenance work is required for fittings with deflector hoods or bellows. 

Occasionally lubricate the slide guide on the toggle clamp. 




